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Thermometer Case Back Removal or 
Replacement - Important Notice: 

 

 

Because your thermometer is oil-filled to reduce and help dampen vibration, special care must be taken 
when removing the case back not to agitate, move, shake or vibrate the gauge during this process - 
doing so may introduce air into the oil and cause a small and visible air bubble(s) to form when re-
assembled.  The same care for removing the case back also applies to replacing the case back back onto 
the gauge.  For reference, this information was also pointed out on the products the web page.   

For these reasons, removal and replacement of case backs on thermometers is solely at your own risk.  
The thermometer(s) that was shipped to you, was inspected and passed our testing - showing no visible 
air bubble or pockets.  The thermometer is non-returnable should air bubbles or air pockets resulting 
from your case back removable or replacement develop. 

Air bubbles cause no harm to the unit or its accuracy and is strictly cosmetic. You can find more 
information on this subject and our oil filled technology on our web site at:   

https://www.formotionproducts.com/faqs/ 

 

TIP:  Consider adapting your mounting location to accept the Bolt-On mounting methodology rather than 
changing out the caseback.  This method allows for easy removal for servicing in the future (battery 
change (clock), cleaning etc).  Likewise, if you do proceed with stick-on mounting, using a Velcro method 
(rather than the red 3M VHB tape) will offer you the same future convivence as stated above.  You can 
use the 3M VHB tape to strongly affix the Velcro to the back of your gauge.   Correctly sized Velcro coins 
are available on our site, but your local hardware store also has many types and strengths available that 
can be easily adapted.  Enjoy your new gauges. 


